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Year One Homework and News 

 

Friday 25th November 2022 
 

Dear Parents and Carers, 
 

It has been a busy week for the children and they have worked really hard. In Design Technology, we 
have started to complete our dinosaur sliders. The children have already completed the background 
to their (in their words) ‘Dinosaur Island’ and this week they have started to draw and cut out their 
dinosaurs that they wanted to have.  
 

In Computing, the children have continued learning about algorithms, writing their own and 
programming the bee bots- the children have been enjoying this investigation using the IPad too! 
They have also created their own paper design for their memory boxes using the programme Busy 
things. 
 

In maths, we are revisiting subtraction on a number line. Ensuring that the children understand that 
when we take away the number gets smaller and if it gets bigger we have added and not taken away. 

 
They have worked really hard and have made 
good progress with it, so well done! 
 
 
 

 
We have been reading some poetry this week and the children have found Michael Rosen’s Chocolate 
Cake really funny – they really enjoyed listening to him performing this.  
 

This week, the children had fun learning about jelly! Finding out how to make it, investigating which 
type of water was best to use and looking at what happened to the jelly. But the best bit was getting 
to eat it with some strawberry, chocolate or original custard! 
 

Next week, the children will be investigating volcanoes and experimenting with ingredients to create 
their own eruptions. They will be looking at different volcanoes and where they can be found around 
the world.  
 

Have a great weekend and see you Monday. 
 

From the Year One Team 
 
Mrs Hambrier, Mrs Brown, Mrs Nandra and Mrs Tyler 
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